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Abstract
Despite remarkable advancements in mitigat-
ing hallucinations in large language models
(LLMs) by retrieval augmentation, it remains
challenging to measure the reliability of LLMs
using static question-answering (QA) data.
Specifically, given the potential of data contam-
ination (e.g., leading to memorization), good
static benchmark performance does not ensure
that model can reliably use the provided ev-
idence for responding, which is essential to
avoid hallucination when the required knowl-
edge is new or private. Inspired by adversarial
machine learning, we investigate the feasibil-
ity of automatically perturbing existing static
one for dynamic evaluation. Specifically, this
paper presents ReEval, an LLM-based frame-
work using prompt chaining to perturb the orig-
inal evidence for generating new test cases for
evaluating the LLMs’ reliability in using new
evidence for answering.

We implement ReEval using ChatGPT and
evaluate the resulting variants of two popular
open-domain QA datasets on a collection of
LLMs under various prompting settings. Our
generated data is human-readable and useful to
trigger hallucination in LLM. Accurate models
on static data are observed to produce unsup-
ported answers from the perturbed evidence,
with pronounced accuracy drops across LLMs
including GPT-4. We find that our adversarial
examples are transferable across all considered
LLMs. The examples generated by a small
model can be used to evaluate a much larger
model, making our approach cost-effective.

1 Introduction

Due to their superior capability in generating coher-
ent and convincing outputs, large language mod-
els (LLMs), such as ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022),
GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023), Claude (Anthropic, 2023)
and Palm (Anil et al., 2023), have been extensively
used as foundations for language technologies.

*Work done during an internship at Microsoft Research.

Though LLMs excel in memorizing knowledge
and understanding natural language, merely de-
pending on parametric knowledge for inquires
(closed-book) has inherent limitations. Specifically,
these models are unaware of knowledge update and
uninformed about new or private information they
have not previously encountered. One popular way
to mitigate this is to augment LLMs with exter-
nal relevant evidence (open-book), e.g., retrieval-
augmented LLMs (Shi et al., 2023; Peng et al.,
2023), outperforming their closed-book counter-
parts. However, this improvement does not neces-
sarily imply that the model with retrieval augmenta-
tion truly integrates the given evidence for deriving
the response. As most popular datasets used for
evaluation are curated using public corpora (e.g.,
Wikipedia), which are already included in the LLM
pretraining, they risk becoming not challenging
enough, and models may achieve higher accuracy
by mere memorization or by exploiting their fa-
miliarity with topics or domains found in static
evaluation datasets. Thus, it raises concerns as to
whether retrieval-augmented LLMs might resort
to fabricating answers that are inconsistent with
the presented evidence, resulting in hallucination.
Given the wide applications of retrieval-augmented
LLMs, it is critical to reliably assess their faith-
fulness to the context for trustworthy and safe AI,
particularly when handling sensitive or recently
updated information.

In this work, we propose a new evaluation frame-
work ReEval, which dynamically generate new
data to evaluate LLMs. Motivated by using ad-
versarial attacks to trigger undesirable behaviors
in machine learning models (Madry et al., 2018;
Goodfellow et al., 2014), we focus on perturbing
evidence in the prompts to measure the reliability
of LLMs’ capability of deriving proper responses
based on the provided context. Through the pertur-
bation of either the answer span or the rest context
in the given evidence, ReEval accordingly provides
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Athens emerged as the dominant 
economic power in Greece around the 
late 6th century BCE , this was further 
bolstered by...

Athens emerged as the dominant 
economic power in Greece around 
the early 4th century BCE, this was 
further bolstered by...

In Ancient Greece, the economy largely 
relied on … Trading, craftsmanship, and 
commerce became crucial aspects of the 
economy, especially with the emergence of 
maritime trade in the late 6th century BCE. 
During this time, Athens rose to dominant 
economic power ...

🤔

☺️

😵

the late 6th century BCE

the early 4th century BCE

Not specified in the context 

Original Evidence

Category 1 Evidence

Category 2 Evidence

Answer Swapping

Context Enriching

Figure 1: An example of how the original evidence is edited (answer swapping and context enriching) by ReEval.
The question is “when did athens emerges as wealthiest greek city state?". “the early 4th century BCE” and “the
late 6th century BCE”is the desirable answers for answer swapping (Category 1) and context enriching (Category
2), respectively. ChatGPT answers are next to the emoji.

two ways of synthesizing evaluation datasets (see
examples in Figure 1): 1) answer swapping (Cate-
gory 1), where the original answer is replaced with
another valid answer while the remaining context
is intact; 2) context enriching (Category 2), where
more relevant information is added to the provided
document while the original supportive information
is kept. The former simulates the scenario where
only the answer-relevant part of the document is
updated while the latter represents the evolving
document where more related information is added
leading to more complex documentation of spe-
cific topics. We then implement ReEval by prompt
chaining with LLMs, i.e., using LLMs to gener-
ate new test cases that are more likely to trigger
hallucinations in LLMs.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed frame-
work, we apply it to two popular open-domain
QA dataset, Natural Questions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski
et al., 2019) and RealtimeQA (Kasai et al., 2022).
Human studies are conducted to verify the natu-
ralness of the generated adversarial attacks, i.e.,
the updated document is human-readable, support-
ing the desirable answer for the corresponding
question. We then evaluate our generated datasets
on both open-source (Alpaca (Taori et al., 2023))
and propriety (ChatGPT, Claude, Palm and GPT-
4) LLMs under various prompting settings, e.g.,
zero-shot, few-shot, and more enhanced prompt-
ing techniques designed to improve the reliability

of prompting with LLMs. Although natural and
supportive in the eyes of humans, both probing
datasets trigger LLMs to produce inconsistent an-
swers based on the perturbed evidence, regardless
of their model sizes and training techniques. We
find that the self-attacks are more effective but at-
tacking test examples generated by our method is
transferable across all considered LLMs. This en-
ables the possibility of evaluating LLMs using test
cases generated by more cost-effective LLMs.

2 Related Work

Faithfulness of Augmented LLM. Recent work
shows that, given the correct passages, LLMs could
be highly receptive to the provided passage even if
the passage is inconsistent with the model memory.
For example, (Xie et al., 2023) focus on machine-
generated questions from a subject-object-relation
triple with machine-generated evidence, and (Zhou
et al., 2023) design prompt templates that could
force the model to follow the provided context and
thus improve the faithfulness of the model. Instead,
we use diverse and real-world questions from NQ
and focus on editing the passage without compro-
mising the naturalness of the original passages. In
addition to including the advanced prompting from
(Zhou et al., 2023) in our study, we focus on a more
diverse and challenging set of questions rather than
a smaller and simpler one with questions that could
be answered correctly under the zero-shot closed-
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Answer the question below,
paired with a context that
provides background knowledge. 

Question: [Natural Questions]
Evidence: [Evidence]
Answer: [LLM output]

✅Open-book Correct?
❎ Open-book Wrong?

Identify Seed Test Case

Answer the question below. 

Question: [Natural Questions]
Answer: [LLM output]

✅Closed-book Correct?
❎ Closed-book Wrong?

✅Open-book Correct

✅Open-book Correct
❎Closed-book Wrong

Category 1

Category 2

Generate a wrong answer to the
question that is different from
the correct answer.

Question: [Question]
Answer: [Gold Answer]
Wrong Answer: 

[LLM generated answer]

Propose Alternative Answer Update Evidence

Rewrite the passage to replace all the
occurrences of the text span with the
new span.

Passage: [Gold Evidence]
Text Span: [Gold Answer]
New Span: [LLM generated answer]
New Passage:

[LLM generated passage]

Answer the question below, paired
with a context that provides
background knowledge. 

Question: [Question]
Evidence: [LLM generated passage]
Answer: [LLM output]

Cat1:Same as the new Answer❓
Cat2: Still predict the same Answer❓

Evaluating Question with new
Evidence

Please select the sentence in
the passage that supports the
correct answer to the question.

Question: [Question]
Answer: [Gold Answer]
Evidence: [Evidence]
Supporting Sentence:
[LLM generated sentence]

Select Supporting Sentence

Question: [Question]
Retrieved top3 Passages:
[Top3 relevant to the

question ]

Retrieve Relevant Passages

Evidence: [Evidence]
Retrieved top3 Passages:
[Top3 similar to the

evidence]

Condense the three
passages into one passage.

Relevant Passages:
[Three passages]

Relevant Information:
[Condensed Passage]

Summarize

 Merge the two passages.

Passage1: [Supporting
Sentence]
Passage2: [Condensed
Passage]
New Passage: 
[LLM generated passage]

Merge

Figure 2: The pipeline of ReEval, including identifying seed cases, generating new tests, and hallucination
evaluation.

book setting. We argue that the difficulty and di-
versity of the questions as well as the naturalness
of evidence passages are crucial for understanding
the hallucination of SOTA LLMs for real-world
applications. In our framework, we keep the ques-
tions natural, and the evidence is from Wikipedia
with abundant information. For Category 1 data
generation, previous work introduces ideas on al-
tering the entities in the passage (Yan et al., 2021;
Longpre et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2023), while we
consider all types of answers (including entities as
subcases), and use LLM to automatically substi-
tute the answer properly (making it fit the context).
For Category 2 data generation, (Choi et al., 2021)
propose to decontextualize the supporting sentence
from the passage, and (Jia and Liang, 2017) add
distractors to the original passage. In contrast, we
want to enrich the original passage by first extract-
ing the supporting sentence with proper decontex-
tualization and then enriching it with other relevant
information based on prompting with LLMs.

Adversarial Attacks & Transferability. There
is a long line of research in generating adversarial
examples to trigger errors or undesirable behav-
iors from machine learning models (Szegedy et al.,
2014; Goodfellow et al., 2014). To improve the ro-
bustness of machine learning models, there are also
a number of methods proposed to defend against
such attacks (Madry et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2020;
Li and Qiu, 2020; Cheng et al., 2021). However,
models trained with adversarial learning are found
to have at-odds generalization (Tsipras et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2019), e.g., improving the accuracy
on adversarial attacks can compromise the model
performance on clean examples. Despite being
more challenging due to its discrete nature, differ-

ent text adversarial attacks with perturbed inputs
imperceptible to humans have been proposed for
question answering (Jia and Liang, 2017), natural
language inference (Nie et al., 2020), and sentiment
classification (Iyyer et al., 2018). One surprising
phenomenon is that many adversarial examples are
transferable (Papernot et al., 2016; Wallace et al.,
2021). For example, Wallace et al. (2021) show
that adversarial prefix optimized for one particu-
lar model can also transfer to models of different
architectures and sizes. In addition to relying on
white-box access to generate effective adversarial
examples, recent work even reports that it is dif-
ficult to generate reliable examples via automatic
search (Carlini et al., 2023). Our work is highly
motivated by this long line of work, i.e., making ev-
idence edits while keeping the input legitimate for
the targeted task so that the LLMs cannot reliably
answer the question. Here, we do not assume any
model access except its text outputs, i.e., black-box.
We show that our proposed approach of generating
adversarial test cases from a pivot LLM can trigger
hallucination behaviors across a set of open-source
and proprietary LLMs.

3 ReEval Framework

Assessing the hallucination of LLMs is challeng-
ing as we often do not know what changes in the
prompt would trigger LLMs to hallucinate. In this
paper, we present our approach ReEval for auto-
matically constructing a large number of test cases
that can surface hallucination issues. Given a pivot
LLM, we first prompt it to identify seed test cases
from a pool of existing data. Then we prompt the
pivot LLM again to generate attacking test cases
based on individual seed test cases. These attack-
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ing test cases are used to evaluate the performance
of the pivot LLM (self-attack) as well as other
LLMs (cross-attack). While ReEval is a general
framework, we focus on the QA scenario where the
LLMs to be evaluated need to answer open-domain
questions based on their supporting evidence. The
pipeline is illustrated in Figure 2.

Seed Case Selection. To identify seed test cases,
we categorize QA examples based on whether the
pivot LLM can answer the question correctly un-
der the open-book and closed-book settings in a
zero-shot fashion, similar to typical static evalua-
tion. In the closed-book setting, only the question
itself is given and the pivot LLM can only rely on
memorization, whereas in the open-book setting,
the associated supporting evidence is provided. As
we are interested in assessing whether the LLM
can truely comprehend the provided evidence
and reliably use that for answering, only cases
that can be answered correctly using open-book
prompt are kept as seed. For those cases, ReEval
generates attacking test cases by perturbing the
evidence, potentially updating the answers (e.g.,
answer swapping). Below is the zero-shot open-
book prompt for seed test case selection, and the
closed-book version simply drops the evidence part
(see more examples in Appendix).

Zero-shot Open-book Prompt

Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides back-
ground knowledge. Only output the answer without other context
words.
Context: {Evidence}
Question: {Question}
Answer:

Evidence Perturbation. To generate viable at-
tacking test cases, we consider the following two
perturbation approaches.

1. Answer Swapping (top flow in Figure 2): Up-
date the evidence using a new answer that may
lead to a knowledge conflict (§3.1). In the top-
right example of Figure 1, we replace “the late
6th century BCE” with “the early 4th century
BCE” in the evidence and test whether the
LLM can update its answer accordingly.

2. Context Enriching (bottom in Figure 2): En-
rich the evidence using extra relevant facts
that may dilute the information (§3.2). In
the bottom-right example of Figure 1, the evi-
dence becomes much more dense though the
answer is unchanged, and we test whether the
LLM can still produce the original answer.

For the second approach, we exclude cases
where the pivot LLM can answer correctly under
the closed-book setting since perturbing the evi-
dence for such cases may not surface the hallu-
cination issue, i.e., the LLM may simply use its
internal memory to answer the question correctly
and completely ignore the evidence.

Re-evaluation. To assess the hallucination of
LLMs, we can simply measure the accuracy of
the predicted answers for the attacking test cases.
If the LLM faithfully follows the provided context,
it should be immune to these perturbations and
maintain a high accuracy score. The evaluation
considers both zero-shot and few-shot prompting.
The zero-shot prompt for evaluation is identical to
the one used for seed test selection above. The few-
shot version inserts the demonstrations of evidence-
question-answer triplets right before the “Context:
{Evidence}” line.

Few-shot Open-book Prompt

Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides back-
ground knowledge. Only output the answer without other context
words.
{Demonstrations of Evidence-Question-Answer tuples}
Context: {Evidence}
Question: {Question}
Answer:

3.1 Category 1: Answer Swapping

Here, we present the first approach to generate test
cases by updating the original evidence with al-
ternative answers. Specifically, those alternative
answers are proposed by the pivot LLM via prompt-
ing. Note that the considered seed test cases are
open-book correct with the pivot LLM.

For each question, given the original answer and
supportive evidence, we first ask the model to gen-
erate an alternative answer that is factually wrong
using the following prompt.

Prompt for Generating An Alternative Answer

Generate a wrong answer to the question that is different from the
correct answer.
Question: {Question}
Answer: {Gold Answer}
Wrong Answer:

We then instruct the LLM to replace all the oc-
currences of the original answer with the alternative
one.1

1Although a simple string match can also do the job, it can
make the answer occurring sentences inconsistent with the
neighboring context, e.g., mismatched pronouns and aliases.
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Prompt for Updating Evidence

Rewrite the passage to replace all the occurrences of the text span
with the new span.
Passage: {Original Evidence}
Text Span: {Original Answer}
New Span: {LLM generated answer}
New Passage:

Since most context is kept, the newly generated
evidence is likely to support the alternative answer
for most questions (as verified in §4.3).

3.2 Category 2: Context Enriching

Our second strategy aims to enrich the original evi-
dence with more relevant context, leading to a more
complex context for answer reasoning. Unlike Cat-
egory 1 discussed above, we only keep seed cases
that are open-book correct but closed-book wrong
to ensure that certain comprehension of the evi-
dence is required to answer the question correctly.

To ensure that the newly generated evidence still
provides support for the question, we first extract
the supporting sentence from the original evidence.

Prompt for Selecting the Supporting Sentence

Please select the sentence in the passage that supports the correct
answer to the question.
Question: {Question}
Answer: {Answer}
Evidence: {Evidence}
Supporting Sentence:

We then gather relevant information from an ex-
ternal database to be used for composing the new
evidence. Here, we consider two ways of retriev-
ing passages from Wikipedia for fusion with the
supporting sentence above, i.e., evidence-focused
expansion and question-focused expansion, where
the former uses the original evidence as the query
and the question is used for the latter case. As these
two expansions bring in different types of relevant
information, we create two corresponding copies
of new evidence. To make the information more
diverse, we select the top-k passages from different
Wikipedia pages. To merge these passages into a
single passage, we first ask the LLM to summarize
the information of the retrieved set, and then merge
the supporting sentence into the summary. Here,
the pivot LLM needs to extract and summarize key
information so that the new evidence is human-
readable and still supports the original answer.

Summarize Prompt

Condense the three pas-
sages into one passage.
Relevant Passages: {List
of Passages}
Relevant Information:

Merge Prompt

Merge the two passages
Passage1: {Supporting
Sentence}
Passage2: {Condensed
Passage}
New Passage:

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment Settings
Evaluation Metrics. Three evaluation metrics
are reported, i.e., exact match (EM) accuracy,
token-level F1, and entailment accuracy. The
first two metrics are traditionally used for eval-
uating QA models. However, they tend to be
too strict for evaluating LLM-generated responses,
since LLMs often produce long and verbose se-
quences to explain the answers (partially due
to their alignment procedure). The entailment
accuracy is a more lenient metric that checks
whether “Question + LLM Output” can entail
“Question + Answer”. In this paper, we use an
entailment model nli-deberta-v3-base2 from
Sentence-BERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019),
which is mostly reliable based on our manual in-
spection. Since we use the pivot model to select
the seed cases, the accuracy of other models on
the original set is not guaranteed to be 100. To
clearly reveal the performance difference, we also
report “Normalized Entailment” accuracy, where
we normalize the test set to the cases that the cor-
responding model could answer correctly before
perturbation.

Source Data. We use the MRQA version (Fisch
et al., 2019) of Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski
et al., 2019) and RealTimeQA data (Kasai et al.,
2022) from 20220613 to 20231110. and conduct
the following filtering steps: 1) remove duplicated
Question-Evidence-Answer triplets and only keep
one unique instance, 2) remove all evidence pas-
sages that are shorter than 10 words, 3) remove
all cases with answers longer than 5 words. After
this, 7189 instances from NQ and 1380 instances
from RealtimeQA are kept. For questions with
multiple answers, if the answers are overlapping
(e.g., “1871” and “1871 A.D.”), we randomly keep
one, otherwise, the corresponding examples are re-
moved. Note the same question may still appear in
multiple instances because the supporting evidence
can be different.

2https://huggingface.co/cross-encoder/
nli-deberta-v3-base
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Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail. EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-book 18.71 36.04 56.65 71.68 21.50 38.46 57.30 67.45
Faithful Prompt 27.80 43.64 58.75 68.86 33.74 51.10 65.41 74.33

ChatGPT Open-Book 43.71 59.99 77.31 77.31 40.44 54.58 65.33 65.33
Faithful Prompt 44.73 40.04 42.98 42.98 40.04 52.75 62.11 62.11

Claude 2 Open-Book 44.62 56.37 59.08 - 20.32 34.09 69.77 -
Faithful Prompt 52.95 65.05 71.80 - 39.28 50.97 71.83 -

Palm Open-Book 57.50 65.75 74.71 80.13 65.75 75.74 78.41 83.38
Faithful Prompt 64.17 68.41 79.20 84.19 68.41 78.61 81.46 86.15

GPT-4 Open-Book 54.11 68.50 81.29 84.73 58.94 72.58 81.01 83.79
Faithful Prompt 58.49 71.70 82.51 85.52 63.49 75.72 82.25 85.19

Table 1: Zero-shot and few-shot performance of LLMs on Category 1 data of NQ. “Entail.” refers to the entailment
accuracy. “Norm Entail.” refers to the entailment accuracy of the normalized test set that only includes the accurate
cases before perturbation.

Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail. EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-Book 41.64 51.97 74.47 79.74 31.83 43.41 68.67 73.85
Faithful Prompt 46.05 56.60 76.28 79.74 49.55 61.97 78.08 79.62

ChatGPT Open-Book 60.06 71.97 84.38 84.38 55.96 68.57 81.08 81.08
Faithful Prompt 55.16 66.97 80.38 80.38 56.86 68.95 81.18 81.18

Palm Open-Book 56.26 65.46 73.47 75.03 67.07 74.35 78.78 80.10
Faithful Prompt 72.17 79.54 82.78 84.46 72.97 79.18 83.18 84.87

GPT-4 Open-Book 66.97 77.81 88.59 90.88 66.17 77.90 88.39 90.04
Faithful Prompt 66.07 76.57 86.89 89.31 70.77 80.79 88.99 91.19

Table 2: Zero-shot and few-shot performance of LLMs on Category 1 data of RealtimeQA.

Generated Data. Unless otherwise specified,
ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-0301) is the pivot
LLM for identifying seed test cases and generating
attacking test cases. When identifying seed test
cases, we treat an answer produced by the pivot
LLM as correct if it matches the reference answer
exactly or can entail the reference answer in the
same way as we compute the entailment accuracy.
The retriever used for generating Category 2 cases
is based on all-mpnet-base-v23. In total, we
obtain 3,539 and 2,211 attacking test cases in Cate-
gory 1 and Category 2 of NQ, and 1,000 and 814
attacking test cases in Category 1 and Category 2
of RealtimeQA respectively.

We evaluate five popular LLMs using the gen-
erated attacking test cases: Alpaca-7B (Taori
et al., 2023), ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo-0301),
Claude2, PaLM, and GPT-4 (gpt-4-0613), which
is considered to be the state-of-the-art (SOTA)
LLM. In the few-shot setting, 5 static demonstra-
tion examples are used.

3https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/
all-mpnet-base-v2

4.2 Main Results

We evaluate the five LLMs on the Category 1
and Category 2 data generated by ChatGPT, in-
cluding both self-attack and cross-attack scenar-
ios. 4 In addition to vanilla zero-shot and few-
shot promptings, we consider the recently proposed
faithfulness-promoting prompting, i.e., the opinion-
based prompt by (Zhou et al., 2023). For each
model, we evaluate its closed-book performance,
open-book performance, and open-book with faith-
ful prompting performance. The full list of various
prompts and error examples is in Appendix.

Category 1. Here, the model is expected to fol-
low the given context, and predict the altenative
answer proposed by the pivot model. The results
are summarized in Table 1 and Table 2. As ex-
pected, the model resistance towards our attack is
mostly correlated with its model size and capabil-
ity. Specifically, larger and more capable models
are more robust, e.g., GPT-4 is more reliable than

4Some numbers of Claude 2 are missing because we lost
the access to the model due to Anthropic policy.
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Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail. EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-Book 9.27 39.35 42.79 56.48 14.52 45.56 47.40 58.53
Faithful Prompt 15.06 43.65 42.65 54.10 20.58 53.40 50.88 60.41

ChatGPT Open-Book 25.51 57.15 61.78 61.78 27.32 58.94 51.15 51.15
Faithful Prompt 24.69 53.49 50.38 50.38 24.20 56.26 44.10 44.10

Claude 2 Open-Book 29.99 58.69 43.46 - 12.12 39.83 57.26 -
Faithful Prompt 35.78 64.89 52.60 - 27.45 54.31 54.68 -

Palm Open-Book 44.78 71.76 66.76 75.70 50.84 75.23 66.53 75.58
Faithful Prompt 44.78 70.18 58.75 66.03 47.35 72.03 61.78 69.01

GPT-4 Open-Book 37.68 67.27 68.39 73.55 46.27 74.17 73.04 77.95
Faithful Prompt 33.60 62.78 58.25 62.36 45.59 72.83 67.57 72.46

Table 3: Zero-shot and few-shot performance of LLMs on Category 2 Data of NQ.

Models Method Zero-shot Few-shot
EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail. EM F1 Entail. Norm Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-Book 31.57 54.69 71.50 77.87 25.92 46.43 49.02 52.69
Faithful Prompt 38.45 59.31 71.50 75.55 25.80 49.18 60.44 63.03

ChatGPT Open-Book 42.87 63.77 72.73 72.73 36.00 56.56 64.25 64.25
Faithful Prompt 31.82 53.06 60.81 60.81 44.10 66.63 75.18 75.18

Palm Open-Book 62.04 79.14 89.31 91.43 59.46 79.09 85.38 87.47
Faithful Prompt 67.20 82.51 85.87 87.72 64.86 82.09 84.15 86.06

GPT-4 Open-Book 50.37 71.45 78.38 80.18 58.48 77.26 86.12 87.13
Faithful Prompt 41.65 61.53 65.36 66.92 57.49 76.28 82.43 84.04

Table 4: Zero-shot and few-shot performance of LLMs on Category 2 Data of RealtimeQA.

Alpaca-7B. Although GPT-4 is the most power-
ful model, it is still not immune to our attacks,
indicating the effectiveness of our approach to trig-
ger hallucination in SOTA LLMs. Though using
the human-designed faithful prompt or using in-
context examples helps the performance in some
cases, there are no consistent improvements com-
pared with zero-shot in general.

Category 2. We require the model to fully un-
derstand both the question-focused expansion and
evidence-focused expansion cases, and one ques-
tion is considered correct only when both are an-
swered correctly. We report the merged result in
Table 3 and Table 4, and we also report the few-
shot performance on each case separately in Table
13 of Appendix. As we can see, there are large
performance drops for all models, suggesting they
fail to identify the relevant evidence information
regardless of prompting techniques. Similar to Cat-
egory 1, the faithful prompt is observed to have no
consistent benefits, which calls for future work to
develop more reliable prompting techniques.

4.3 Human Evaluations

To evaluate whether the evidence generated by
ReEval is supportive and human-readable, we ran-
domly sample 500 cases from Category 1, 1000
cases from Category 2 with 500 examples for
question-focused expansion, and 500 for evidence-
focused expansion. We use Amazon Mechanical
Turk to collect human judgments on this set. Each
question is judged by three annotators, who are
asked to read the evidence and decide whether it
could support them to get the correct answer. To
prevent annotators from randomly submitting “Yes”
or “No”, 10% of the data is used as validation
checks where we know whether the evidence sup-
ports the answer. We only accept annotations from
the annotators with at least 90% accuracy on the
validation check. For each question, if the majority
of the annotators think the generated evidence is
supportive, it is then counted as human-readable.
For all three categories, around 90% of the cases are
human readable, supporting the quality of ReEval,
with 90.8%, 92.4%, and 88.8% human-readable
ratios for Category 1, Category 2 question-focused
and evidence-focused, respectively.
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Models Method ChatGPT GPT-4 Alpaca-7B
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-Book 25.00 40.57 61.20 26.8 43.88 68.2 26.00 43.95 65.80
Faithful Prompt 37.20 53.46 72.20 39.60 57.49 76.00 36.60 53.93 70.80

ChatGPT Open-Book 43.00 54.88 66.20 49.60 61.55 71.60 38.40 51.56 61.40
Faithful Prompt 42.80 53.25 61.80 51.40 61.53 70.40 40.00 52.57 61.20

Palm Open-Book 70.80 78.51 81.40 75.80 82.58 86.00 67.00 74.55 79.00
Faithful Prompt 74.20 82.00 84.40 78.80 85.28 89.00 69.20 77.73 82.80

GPT-4 Open-Book 65.20 76.66 84.00 59.20 69.18 76.40 57.00 67.23 73.80
Faithful Prompt 69.80 79.04 84.80 67.40 75.98 81.80 59.60 70.15 78.40

Table 5: Few-shot case study of backbone LLMs used by ReEval (500 examples). The column blocks indicate the
Category 1 data generated by ChatGPT, GPT-4, and Alpaca-7B, respectively

Models Method ChatGPT GPT-4
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B Open-Book 17.80 44.85 52.20 9.00 37.16 42.40
Faithful Prompt 22.40 53.96 57.00 16.00 46.28 43.80

ChatGPT Open-Book 29.40 57.12 50.80 23.20 50.76 46.20
Faithful Prompt 24.40 54.61 41.60 23.20 52.80 43.20

Palm Open-Book 54.40 76.84 69.60 52.20 73.62 66.40
Faithful Prompt 53.40 75.93 68.60 48.4 71.91 62.60

GPT-4 Open-Book 49.40 74.38 74.20 24.00 47.18 37.60
Faithful Prompt 51.80 73.68 71.00 35.00 62.04 52.40

Table 6: Few-shot case study of backbone LLMs used by ReEval (500 examples). The column blocks indicate the
Category 2 data generated by ChatGPT and GPT-4, respectively

4.4 Case Studies

Is ReEval sensitive toward backbone LLMs?
To do that, we use alternative LLMs to generate
attacking test cases other than ChatGPT. We con-
sider both Alpaca-7b and GPT-4 for Category 1
and only GPT-4 for Category 2 given the task is
more demanding. Due to the limitation of budget,
we randomly sample 500 examples from NQ for
this study. All prompts are similar to those used
previously. The few-shot performances of Cate-
gory 1 and Category 2 are reported in Table 5 and
Table 6, respectively. As shown in Table 5, com-
pared with ChatGPT and Alpaca, GPT-4 does not
generate stronger attacks. This is probably because
the alternative answers from GPT-4 are more recep-
tive to all models. The Category 1 data generated
by the smallest model (Alpaca-7B) appears to be
very effective for those two larger ones, but we
observe that that is because Alpaca sometimes gen-
erates invalid answers and also fails to replace all
the occurrences of the old answer. On the other
hand, compared with ChatGPT, GPT-4 can gener-
ate more stronger attacks for Category 2 (Table 6).
We find that GPT-4 is better at summarizing multi-
ple pieces of information, leading to more complex

evidence. Although all three models are most vul-
nerable to self-attacks, all ReEval attacks are trans-
ferable, making it possible to generate attacking
test cases using more cost-effective models.

Is ReEval sensitive toward the position of the
answer? To get the distribution of the answer in
the evidence, we only keep the cases where the
answer only occurs once in the evidence (2678 in
total). There are 55.94% cases where the answer is
in the first 1/3 of the evidence, 23.64% cases where
the answer is in the middle part of the evidence,
and 20.43% cases where the answer is in the last
1/3 of the evidence. We evaluate the accuracy of
different models under both few-shot and open-
book setting in these 3 cases, and we do not see
any significant performance difference except that
Alpaca-7B performs worse when the answer is at
the end of the evidence. More detailed results are
in Table 14 in the Appendix.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present ReEval, an LLM-based
framework that generates transferable adversar-
ial attacks to assess the hallucination of retrieval-
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augmented LLMs. By swapping the answer in the
evidence or adding more relevant information to
enrich the context, we successfully trigger halluci-
nation behaviors of existing state-of-the-art LLMs.
ReEval is a viable approach in that it can generate
transferable attacking examples using more cost-
effective LLMs. We believe ReEval could be used
to help assess the hallucination of future LLMs,
and potentially help mitigate hallucinations. Future
directions include further studying ReEval on tasks
of different complexities and how to use ReEval
for debugging LLM-based applications.

6 Limitations

Although we find our framework effective in evalu-
ating the reliability of retrieval-augmented LLMs,
there are some limitations worth discussion here.

First, this study distinctly concentrates on ques-
tions with short answers, thereby delineating an
intentional boundary from engaging in the explo-
ration of long-form question-answering. For long-
form cases, it requires more complex ways of per-
turbing evidence, e.g., multiple sentences are re-
quired to be updated at the same time. The com-
prehensive investigation into long-form question-
answering is deferred to future scholarly endeavors,
marking a deliberate scope restriction to refine the
focus and depth of the current analysis.

Moreover, the scope of our research rigorously
limits its examination to single-hop questions. Con-
sequently, this study does not venture into the eval-
uation of complex reasoning inaccuracies, often re-
ferred to as reasoning hallucinations, which is more
likely for multi-hop questions. This delineation un-
derscores a focused approach, yet acknowledges
the complexity and necessity of future investiga-
tions into multi-hop question-answering, with the
need for specialized methodologies to assess and
mitigate reasoning errors in such contexts.

In terms of methodology, our study either in-
troduces perturbations within the answer span or
modifies the adjacent contextual narrative; however,
scenarios that encompass both an altered answer
span and a significantly adjusted surrounding con-
text are not within the purview of this investigation.
This strategic decision enables the isolation and
better understanding of the effects of each type
of perturbation independently. Nonetheless, it also
marks a critical avenue for further intricate research
toward evaluating the compound impacts.
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A Appendix

Here, we provide examples of prompt implementa-
tions and additional results.

First, we provide selected instances for few-shot
prompting in Table 7. In addition, prompts used
for Category 1 and Category 2 data generations are
listed in Table 8 and Table 9 respectively. Different
prompting methods for different language models
are detailed in Table 10 (Closed-book), Table 11
(Open-book) and Table 12 (Faithful prompting).

Lastly, more experiment results are in Table 13
(breakdown results of Category 2 experiments in
subsection 4.2) and Table 14 (detailed results for
section 4.4).
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Question: who sings what lovers do with maroon 5
Evidence: “ What Lovers Do ” is a song by American pop rock band Maroon 5 featuring

American R&B singer SZA . It was released on August 30 , 2017 , as the lead single
from the band ’s sixth studio album Red Pill Blues ( 2017 ) . The song contains an
interpolation of the 2016 song “ Sexual ” by Neiked featuring Dyo , therefore
Victor Rådström , Dyo and Elina Stridh are credited as songwriters .

Answer: American R&B singer SZA

Question: who plays lead guitar on i want you she ’s so heavy
Evidence: John Lennon – lead and harmony vocals , multi-tracked lead guitar , Moog

synthesizer Paul McCartney – harmony vocals, bass George Harrison – harmony
vocals , multi-tracked lead guitar Ringo Starr – drums , congas , wind machine Billy
Preston – Hammond organ

Answer: John Lennon

Question: a long chain of amino acids linked by peptide bonds is a
Evidence: The covalent chemical bonds are formed when the carboxyl group of one amino

acid reacts with the amino group of another . The shortest peptides are dipeptides ,
consisting of 2 amino acids joined by a single peptide bond , followed by tripeptides ,
tetrapeptides , etc . A polypeptide is a long , continuous , and unbranched peptide chain .
Hence , peptides fall under the broad chemical classes of biological oligomers and
polymers , alongside nucleic acids , oligosaccharides and polysaccharides , etc .

Answer: polypeptide

Question: when does the school year start in france
Evidence: In Metropolitan France , the school year runs from early September to early July .

The school calendar is standardised throughout the country and is the sole domain of
the ministry .

Answer: early September

Question: which city is selected under hriday scheme in karnataka
Evidence: With a duration of 4 years ( completing in November 2018 ) and a total outlay of

500 crore ( US $78 million ) , the Scheme is set to be implemented in 12 identified Cities
namely , Ajmer , Amaravati , Amritsar , Badami , Dwarka , Gaya , Kanchipuram ,
Mathura , Puri , Varanasi , Velankanni and Warangal .

Answer: Ajmer

Table 7: Five Randomly Selected Demo Instances from NQ Training Data for Few-shot Experiments.
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Generate Alternative Answer Prompt

A question and its correct answer is below. Generate
a wrong answer to the question that is different from
the correct answer. Make sure the wrong answer is short,
and has the same type as the correct answer.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:
{Answer}

Wrong Answer:

Replace Old Answer Prompt

A passage and a text span inside the passage is shown
below. Rewrite the passage to replace all the occurren-
ces of the text span with the new span.

Passage:
{Passage}

Text Span:
{Answer}

New Span:
{Alternative Answer}

New Passage:

Table 8: Prompts for Cat1 Data Generation.
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Select Supporting Sentence Prompt

A question, the answer, and a passage are shown below.
Please select the sentence in the passage that supports
to answer the question correctly.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:
{Answer}

Passage:
{Passage}

Sentence:

Summarize Relevant Passages Prompt

Three relevant passages are shown below.
Please condense the three passages into one passage.

Relevant Passages:
[1]: {Passage 1}

[2]: {Passage 2}

[3]: {Passage 3}

Relevant New Information:

Merge Prompt

Two passages and a span are shown below. Please
merge the two passages, and make sure to keep the
span in the new passage.

Passages:
[1]: {Supporting Sentence}

[2]: {Summarized Passage}

Span:
{Answer}

New Passage:

Table 9: Prompts for Cat2 Data Generation.
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Alpaca-7B

Below is an instruction that describes a task.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.
Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction:
{Question}

### Response:

PaLM

You are a helpful and informative bot that answers questions
Be sure to respond in a complete sentence, being comprehensive,
including all relevant background information. However, you
are talking to a non-technical audience, so be sure to break
down complicated concepts and strike a friendly and convers-
tional tone. Only output the answer without other context words.

QUESTION:
{Question}

ANSWER:

Claude 2

Human:
Answer the question below. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Question:
{Question}

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Answer the question below. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Question:
{Question}

Answer:

Table 10: Closed-Book QA prompts for all considered models following their corresponding recommendations.
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Alpaca-7B

Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with
an input that provides further context.
Write a response that appropriately completes the request.
Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction:
{Question}

### Input:
{Evidence}

### Response:

PaLM

You are a helpful and informative bot that answers questions
using text from the reference passage included below. Be
sure to respond in a complete sentence, being comprehensive,
including all relevant background information. However, you
are talking to a non-technical audience, so be sure to break
down complicated concepts and strike a friendly and convers-
tional tone. If the passage is irrelevant to the answer, you
may ignore it. Only output the answer without other context words.

QUESTION:
{Question}

PASSAGE:
{Evidence}

ANSWER:

Claude 2

Human:
Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides
background knowledge. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Context:
{Evidence}

Question:
{Question}

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Answer the question below, paired with a context that provides
background knowledge. Only output the answer without other
context words.

Context:
{Evidence}

Question:
{Question}

Answer:

Table 11: Open-Book Inference Prompts for Different Models Following their Official Instructions.
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Alpaca-7B

Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

### Instruction: Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

### Response:

PaLM

Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Claude 2

Human:
Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Assistant:

ChatGPT & GPT-4

system: You are a helpful assistant.

user: Instruction: read the given information and answer the corresponding
question. Only output the answer without other context words.

Bob said, “{Evidence}”
Q: {Question} in Bob’s opinion based on the given text?

Table 12: Opinion-based Inference Prompts for Different Models Following (Zhou et al., 2023)
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Models Method
Few-shot Question Only Few-shot Evidence Only
EM F1 Entail. EM F1 Entail.

Alpaca-7B
Closed-Book 2.67 13.45 13.30 2.40 13.35 12.89
Open-Book 23.38 44.94 60.65 24.56 46.18 62.87
Faithful Prompt 30.94 51.88 63.50 33.06 54.93 66.21

ChatGPT
Closed-Book 9.81 25.02 22.03 9.45 24.78 21.66
Open-Book 40.93 59.10 67.89 40.66 58.78 67.03
Faithful Prompt 40.89 57.59 64.22 38.22 54.94 60.88

Claude 2
Closed-Book 6.24 19.49 22.75 6.11 19.39 22.70
Open-Book 22.16 39.63 71.73 22.21 40.03 73.95
Faithful Prompt 38.13 53.17 68.70 39.35 55.45 70.78

Palm
Closed-Book 11.99 25.23 21.26 11.99 25.23 21.26
Open-Book 58.44 72.89 73.45 61.96 77.58 78.11
Faithful Prompt 55.63 70.15 70.28 58.48 73.90 73.32

GPT-4
Closed-Book 20.76 38.04 36.14 20.62 37.98 35.55
Open-Book 54.23 72.85 80.69 56.54 75.48 83.31
Faithful Prompt 54.95 71.76 77.25 57.08 73.89 78.79

Table 13: Few-shot result of Question-based Cat2 data and Evidence-based Cat2 data.

Models Start ( < 1/3 ) Middle (1/3 - 2/3) End (> 2/3)

Alpaca-7B 63.68 54.98 50.64

ChatGPT 68.22 68.09 70.02

Claude 2 71.56 72.04 70.93

Palm 79.24 80.09 83.54

GPT-4 82.84 82.46 83.36

Table 14: Few-shot entailment accuracy of Cat1 data. “Start”, “Middle” and “End” indicates the position of the
answer span in the evidence.
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Cat 1 Question:
what is the baby elephants name in jungle book
Evidence:
Dumbo - The baby elephant who is the son of Hathi and Winifred and is a good friend of Mowgli.
He is voiced by Clint Howard in the first movie and by Jimmy Bennett in The Jungle Book 2
Answer: Dumbo
GPT4 Output: Hathi

Cat 1 Question:
who brought the idea of castles to england
Evidence:
Castles served a range of purposes , the most important of which were military , administrative ,
and domestic . As well as defensive structures , castles were also offensive tools which could be
used as a base of operations in enemy territory . Castles were established by British rulers of
England for both defensive purposes and to pacify the country ’s inhabitants . As William the
Conqueror advanced through England , he fortified key positions to secure the land he had taken .
Between 1066 and 1087 , he established 36 castles such as Warwick Castle , which he used to
guard against rebellion in the English Midlands
Answer: British rulers
GPT4 Output: William the Conqueror

Cat 1 Question:
baga beach is in north or south goa
Evidence:
Baga Beach is a popular beach and tourist destination in South Goa. Baga is located at the north
end of the contiguous beach stretch that starts from Sinquerim, Candolim, leads to Calangute
and then to Baga
Answer: South Goa
GPT4 Output: North Goa

Cat 2 Query-based Question:
how long prime minister stay in office canada
Evidence:
The Prime Minister of Canada is appointed by the Governor General on the advice of the Prime
Minister and serves for an indefinite term, usually around 5 years. The Lieutenant Governors at
the provincial level are appointed in a similar manner and also serve for approximately 5 years.
The territories have Commissioners who are appointed by the federal cabinet and conventionally
serve for about 5 years. The Prime Minister of Canada is the head of government and chooses the
ministers that make up the Cabinet. The current Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, remains in office
until he resigns, is dismissed, or dies.
Answer: until he or she resigns , is dismissed , or dies
GPT4 Output: Usually around 5 years

Cat 2 Evidence-based Question:
what percentage of the earth ’s surface is water
Evidence:
Because the oceans that cover roughly 78% of the area of the Earth reflect blue light, the Earth
appears blue from space, and is often referred to as the blue planet and the Pale Blue Dot. The
Earth’s water is distributed across various sources, with oceans holding 97% of surface water,
glaciers and polar ice caps holding 2.4%, and other land surface water such as rivers, lakes, and
ponds holding 0.6%. Only a small portion of water is contained in aquifers, vapor, clouds,
precipitation, biological bodies, and manufactured products. The total volume of water on Earth
is estimated to be 1.386 billion km0̆0b3, with 97.5% being saltwater and 2.5% being freshwater.
Of the freshwater, only 0.3% is liquid on the surface, while the rest may be present in the lower
mantle of the Earth. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea defines all of the
ocean as "sea," making Earth the only known planet with liquid water on its surface. Additionally,
Earth’s water distribution, including oceans, ice caps, and clouds, gives it a distinct blue
appearance when viewed from space. Approximately 97.2% of Earth’s known water is
contained within the seas, which cover more than 70% of its surface.
Answer: 78%
GPT4 Output: 70%
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